Introduction

Welcome to your own Language Portfolio (ELP)

A language portfolio has the following sections:

- Language biography: In this section you can fill in your personal details, the languages you speak at home, or at school, or that you have learned elsewhere, the schools you have been to, etc. Examples are provided so that it is made clear what you should fill in.

- Language progress: This is where you can record your level of proficiency in a foreign language and you can also make plans to improve your proficiency.

- Dossier: You can upload evidence to demonstrate your level of proficiency in a foreign language.

- Language Passport: The passport provides a summary of the levels of your proficiency in the various languages that you are learning. It also provides a summary of your dossier and your experience in speaking foreign languages with other people.

Click on one of the buttons on the left-hand side of the page so that you can work on a section.

If you press change Change data you can change your e-mail address and the type of school/university you are going to (and other details).

If you want to add more languages to your language portfolio, click on My languages. By clicking on My teachers, you can give one teacher access (or change a teacher’s access) to your language portfolio.

If you fill in something, do not forget to click on <save> or <send>, otherwise it will not be saved.